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Abundance of SPT clusters
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How do we get here?

SPT-3G clusters + LSST weak-lensing (Projection by Prakut Chaubal)
SPT-SZ clusters + weak-lensing (19 Megacam, 13 HST) (Bocquet et al. 2019)
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Overview

• Cluster cosmology in a nutshell


• Status of (published) SPT cluster cosmology


• SPT abundance + DES weak-lensing (ongoing analysis)


• Summary
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Cluster cosmology
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Figure 2: Evolution of large-scale cosmic structures simulated in N-body simulations of two dif-
ferent cosmological models. Each of the three redshift snapshots shows a region with 250 h

�1Mpc
side and 75 h

�1Mpc thick (co-moving scale-lenghts). The upper panels describe a flat low–density
model with ⌦m = 0.3 and cosmological constant contribution to the energy density of ⌦⇤ = 0.7,
while the lower panels are for another spatially flat cosmological model with ⌦m = 1. In both
cases the amplitude of the power spectrum is consistent with the number density of nearby
galaxy clusters. Superimposed on the matter distribution, the yellow circles mark the positions
of galaxy clusters that would be seen shining in X–rays with a temperature T > 3 keV. The size
of the circles is proportional to temperature. The di↵erence in the evolution of cluster abundance
in the two models illustrates the importance of clusters as probes of the dark matter and dark
energy content of the universe. Figure adopted from Borgani & Guzzo (2001) with copyright
permission from 2001 Nature Publishing Group.

geometrically flat cosmological models with low mean matter density, ⌦m < 1, the cosmological
constant starts to dominate the energy density of the universe and drive accelerating expansion
at redshift (1 + z) = ⌦�1/3

m or z ⇡ 0.5 (e.g., Carroll et al., 1992). This example highlights the
important role that galaxy clusters play in tracing the cosmic evolution and in constraining the
dark matter and dark energy content of the universe.

At scales below 1 Mpc, the physics of baryons starts to play an important role in addition
to gravity, thus significantly complicating the associated processes. As we describe in more
detail below, in the current paradigm of structure formation clusters are thought to form via
a hierarchical sequence of mergers and accretion of smaller systems driven by gravity and dark
matter that dominates the gravitational field. During this sequence the intergalactic gas is
heated to high, X-ray emitting temperatures by adiabatic compression and shocks, and settles
in hydrostatic equilibrium within the cluster potential well. Once the gas is dense enough, it
cools, leaves the hot phase, forms the stellar component and can accrete onto supermassive black
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Formation of highest peaks is highly sensitive to cosmological 
model (Figure: Katrin Heitmann)

Evolution of halo abundance over time allows to constrain 
dark energy (Figure: Borgani & Kravtsov 2011)

Halo abundance is highly sensitive to cosmological 
parameters: Omega_m, sigma_8, w
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Cluster cosmology
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dN/dM/dz/dV Pairs (obs, z)dN/dobs/dz = dN/dM/dz/dV x dM/dobs x dV(z)

Halo mass function


Exponential cosmological 
sensitivity


Calibrated using numerical 
simulations


Few-percent level accuracy

Observable—mass relation


Volume element (expansion history)

Measurement

Gold standard: mass calibration based on weak-lensing data


• Lensing traces total mass

• No assumption about hydrostatic state

• Accurate predictions/modeling using numerical simulations
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10-meter sub-mm quality wavelength telescope
  95, 150, 220 GHz and           
  1.6,  1.2,  1.0 arcmin resolution

2007: SPT-SZ
 960 detectors
 95,150,220 GHz

2017: SPT-3G
 ~15,200 
detectors
95,150, 225 GHz
 +Polarization

2012: SPTpol
 1600 detectors
 90,150 GHz
 +Polarization

Funded by: 

Funded By:

The South Pole Telescope (SPT)
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Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect
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• About 1% of CMB photons scatter 
• SZE flux proportional to total thermal energy in the electron population 
• SZE surface brightness is independent of redshift

from
 L. Van Speybroeck
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SPT-SZ cluster cosmology
History and dataset

Precursor analyses based on X-ray mass 
calibration: Benson+13, Reichardt+13, 
Bocquet+15, de Haan+16


SPT-SZ cluster sample: 343 SZ-selected 
clusters above detection SNR 5 and z > 0.25


X-ray follow-up data: McDonald+13,17


Weak-lensing follow-up data: 
HST-13 (Schrabback+18) 
Megacam-19 (Dietrich,Bocquet+19)
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SPT-SZ cluster cosmology
Analysis strategy
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Weak Lensing Calibrated SZE and X-ray Scaling Relations 25

Figure 12. Same as Fig. 11 but for the Mgas-mass scaling relation.
We compare our best fit relation, where the slope was set by a
galaxy cluster number counts analysis (de Haan et al. 2016), with
that of Vikhlinin et al. (2009), Pratt et al. (2009), Mahdavi et al.
(2013), the WtG team (Mantz et al. 2016), and Chiu et al. (2017).

Eddington bias is clearly visible in the lower left corner of
this plot from the points falling below the best fit line, i.e.
they are preferentially scattered towards higher ⇣̂. We remind
the reader that the scaling relation analysis takes this bias
into account through the shape of the mass function and the
SPT cluster selection function. The scaling relation plotted
in Fig. 14 is obtained by combining eqs. (23) and (25) into

Mgas

5 ⇥ 1014 M�
= AMg

✓
6
7

◆BMg

✓
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ASZ

◆BMg
/BSZ

, (33)

and omitting the redshift evolution terms, because they are
taken care of when the plotted data are rescaled to a common
redshift.

Our estimates for the normalisations of the X-ray scal-
ing relations show good agreement with previous studies
(Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Pratt et al. 2009; Mahdavi et al. 2013;
Mantz et al. 2016). For the mass–YX relation this holds over
the entire mass range under investigation here. For the mass–
Mgas relation the sometimes significantly di↵erent slopes lead
to good agreement only in the vicinity of our pivot point
Mp = 5 ⇥ 1014

h
�1
70 M� and marginal discrepancies at the

extreme ends of the mass range under investigation here.
This is particularly obvious for the relations of Mahdavi et al.
(2013), who find a slope slightly smaller than but consistent
with self-similarity, and Mantz et al. (2016), whose slope
is very nearly exactly self-similar. However, at our pivot
M

piv
500 = 5 ⇥ 1014 M� we agree with all cited studies within

our mutual uncertainties.
We note again that we are not able to constrain the

slope BMg
with our present data set. Rather our value for

the slope is determined by the prior we put on BSZ – based
on the cosmology analysis of de Haan et al. (2016) – and
the degeneracy between BSZ and BMg

. Future weak lensing
analyses of SPT selected clusters covering a wider ⇠ and
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Figure 13. The ⇣–mass scaling relation and estimates ⇣̂ and M500

for the 32 clusters with weak lensing data. Points marked in black
are clusters with Chandra X-ray data used in the scaling relation
analysis, i.e. all clusters shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

thus mass range will enable us to constrain the slope directly
from weak lensing observations instead of only through self-
calibration in a cosmological framework, as in de Haan et al.
(2016) and Mantz et al. (2016).

In Fig. 13 we show the scaling relation between cluster
mass and debiased SPT detection significance ⇣. In this plot
we also highlight those clusters with Chandra data used
in the scaling relation analysis. We find no indication that
the 10 clusters from the Megacam sample without X-ray
follow-up come from a di↵erent population.

Finally, we compare our mass estimate for the stack of all
19 Megacam clusters to that of a previous study using gravi-
tational magnification instead of shear (Chiu et al. 2016b),
who found a mass estimate of M500 = (5.37±1.56)⇥1014 M�.
This is in very good agreement with our weighted mean mass
M500 = (5.96 ± 0.61) ⇥ 1014 M� for these clusters.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we describe the observations and weak lensing
analysis of 19 clusters from the 2500 sq. deg. SPT-SZ survey.
We pay particular attention to controlling systematic uncer-
tainties in the weak lensing analysis and provide stringent
upper limits for a large number of systematic uncertainties
and avoided confirmation bias by carrying out a blind anal-
ysis. The upper limit of our total systematic error budget
is 5.4% (68% confidence) and is dominated by uncertainties
stemming from the modelling of haloes as NFW profiles.

We used N -body simulations to calibrate our mass mod-
elling method. The sources of systematic errors in this ap-
proach are the uncertainty in this calibration, the mass–
concentration relation, and the miscentering distribution.

MNRAS 000, 1–41 (2018)
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in Eq. 12 as P (YX, gt|⇠i, zi,p)
��
YXi , gti

⇥
dN(⇠,z|p)

d⇠dz

��
⇠i,zi

.

The second term in Eq. 12 represents the total num-
ber of clusters in the survey, which are selected in
⇠ and z (and without any selection based on the
follow-up observables). Therefore, this term reduces
to

R
d⇠dz⇥sdN(⇠, z|p)/d⇠dz. With these modifications,

and after explicitly setting the survey selection, the
likelihood function becomes

lnL(p) =
X

i

ln
dN(⇠, z|p)

d⇠dz

��
⇠i,zi

�

Z 1

zcut

dz

Z 1

⇠cut

d⇠
dN(⇠, z|p)

d⇠dz

+
X

j

lnP (YX, gt|⇠j , zj ,p)
��
YXj , gtj

(13)

up to a constant. The first sum runs over all clusters i

in the sample, and the second sum runs over all clusters
j with YX and/or WL gt measurements.
The first two terms in Eq. 13 can be interpreted as the

likelihood of the abundance (or number counts) of SZ
clusters, while the third term represents the information
from follow-up mass calibration. These two components
are also visualized in the analysis flowchart in Fig. 3: the
number counts on the lower left side use the distribution
of clusters in (⇠, z) space, and the mass calibration on
the lower right also uses all available WL and X-ray
follow-up data.
We note that the subsamples of clusters that were tar-

geted for follow-up WL and/or X-ray data were selected
at random within some cuts in ⇠ and redshift. Impor-
tantly, the selection was not made on WL and/or X-ray
measurements. Therefore, the likelihood function pre-
sented above is complete; importantly, it does not su↵er
from biases from WL and/or X-ray selections.

3.2.1. Implementation of the Likelihood Function

We compute the individual terms in Eq. 13 as follows.

dN(⇠, z|p)

d⇠dz
=

ZZ
dM d⇣ [ P (⇠|⇣)P (⇣|M, z,p)

dN(M, z|p)

dMdz
⌦(z,p) ]

(14)

where ⌦(z,p) is the survey volume and dN(M, z|p)/dMdz

is the HMF. We evaluate Eq. 14 in the space (⇠, z)
by convolving the HMF with the intrinsic scatter
in P (⇣|M, z,p) and the measurement uncertainty in
P (⇠|⇣).
The first term in Eq. 13 is computed by evaluating

Eq. 14 at each cluster’s measured (⇠i, zi), marginaliz-
ing over photometric redshift errors where present. The
second term is a simple two-dimensional integral over
Eq. 14.
Our cluster sample contains 22 SZ detections for which

no optical counterparts were found; these were assigned

lower redshift limits zlim in Bleem et al. (2015). We used
simulations to determine the expected false-detection
rate dNfalse(⇠)/d⇠ given survey specifics (see Section 2.2
and Table 1 in dH16). For each unconfirmed cluster can-
didates, we evaluate a modified version of the first term
in Eq. 13

dNunconf. cand.(⇠, z|p)

d⇠dz
=
dNcluster(⇠, z|p)

d⇠dz

+
dNfalse(⇠)

d⇠

(15)

and marginalize over the candidate’s allowed redshift
range zlim < z < 1. Note that the total expected num-
ber of false detections

R
d⇠dNfalse(⇠)/d⇠ is independent

of p and is therefore neglected in Eq. 13. The expected
number of false detections in the SPT-SZ survey is 18±4,
which is consistent with our 22 unconfirmed candidates
(dH16). In practice, we obtain essentially unchanged re-
sults if we simply discard the 22 optically-unconfirmed
SZ detections from the catalog. There are nine clusters
that are detected in the overlap region between adjacent
SPT fields. We follow dH16 and double-count these clus-
ters in our analysis. Accounting for only one object of
each pair of these clusters instead does not change our
results in any significant way.
The mass calibration term in Eq. 13 is computed as

P (Y obs

X
,g

obs

t
|⇠, z,p) =

ZZZZ
dM d⇣ dYX dMWL [

P (Y obs

X
|YX)P (gobs

t
|MWL)P (⇠|⇣)

P (⇣, YX,MWL|M, z,p)P (M |z,p) ]

(16)

with the HMF P (M |z,p) and the multi-observable scal-
ing relation P (⇣, YX,MWL|M, z,p) that includes the
e↵ects of correlated scatter. Computing this multi-
dimensional integral in the (⇣, YX,MWL) space is expen-
sive. We minimize the computational cost of this step
by i) only considering parts of the (⇣, YX,MWL) space
that have non-negligible probability densities; we esti-
mate this sub-space from the measurements and p, ii)
using Fast Fourier Transform convolutions, and iii) only
performing this computation for clusters that actually
have both follow-up measurements YX and MWL; other-
wise, we restrict the computation to the much cheaper
two-dimensional (YX, ⇣) or (MWL, ⇣) spaces. The mass
calibration term does not need to be computed at all for
clusters that have no X-ray or WL follow-up data.

3.2.2. Update of the X-ray Analysis Scheme

The X-ray observable is a measurement of the radial
YX profile. The scaling relation on the other hand pre-
dicts a value of the observable integrated out to r500 for
a given M500. In a self-consistent analysis, the likeli-
hood should be extracted by comparing the data and
the model prediction at the same radius.

Abundance likelihood: 
distribution of clusters in SZ signal—redshift space

Poisson likelihood (sample variance is negligible)

Mass calibration likelihood: 
Measurement of follow-up observables (weak lensing, X-ray)

SZ
 s

ig
na

l

Weak-lensing mass

Use known Mwl—Mhalo relation 
to calibrate SZ—mass relation 
(Dietrich,Bocquet+19)
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SPT-SZ cluster cosmology
LCDM constraints (w/ massive neutrinos) Bocquet+19
• Wide flat priors on SZ scaling relation 

parameters fully encompass posterior


• Cluster constraint statistically limited by mass 
calibration: need more (weak lensing) data! 
(currently 32 clusters)


• 1.5 σ agreement with Planck15 TT+lowTEB
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14 Bocquet et al.

Figure 4. Distribution of clusters as a function of redshift (left panels) and detection significance ⇠ (right panels). The top

panels show the SPT-SZ data and the recovered model predictions for ⌫⇤CDM. The bottom panels show the residuals of the

data with respect to the model prediction. The di↵erent lines and shadings correspond to the mean recovered model and the

1� and 2� allowed ranges. The dotted lines show the Poisson error on the mean model prediction. There are no clear outliers

and we conclude that the model provides an adequate fit to the data.

Figure 5. Constraints on ⌦m and �8 from this analysis an

from a previous analysis that used the same cluster sample

(dH16). The consistency (0.2�) indicates that our internal

mass calibration using WL data agrees with the external X-

ray mass calibration priors adopted in dH16.

There is good agreement among all probes as the 68%
contours all overlap. In particular, the cluster-based

constraints yield very similar ⌦m, but WtG favor a
somewhat higher �8. Interestingly, the degeneracy axis
of WtG is slightly tilted with respect to SPTcl, which
we attribute to the di↵erent redshift and mass ranges
spanned by the two samples.
We pay particular attention to a comparison with

Planck (TT+lowTEB). Our constraint on �8(⌦m/0.3)0.2 =
0.766 ± 0.025 is lower than the one from Planck
(�8(⌦m/0.3)0.2 = 0.814+0.041

�0.020); the agreement between
the two measurements is p = 0.28 (1.1�). In the two-
dimensional ⌦m-�8 space, the agreement is p = 0.13
(1.5�).
We note that the latest analysis of the cluster sample

selected by the Planck satellite is qualitatively in agree-
ment with our constraint, as shown in Fig. 32 in Planck
Collaboration et al. (2018a). Notably, the 95% contour
of their result, calibrated using CMB lensing, encom-
passes the Planck primary CMB result in the ⌦m-�8

plane.

4.1.4. Impact of X-ray Follow-up Data

We compare our baseline results from SPTcl (SPT-
SZ+WL+YX) with the ones obtained from the SPT-
SZ+WL data combination, in which no X-ray follow-up
data are included. In this case, we apply an informa-



How to improve? 
— Larger cluster sample 

— More weak-lensing data
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Recent progress
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SPTpol Extended Cluster Survey 15
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Figure 5. (Left) The mass and redshift distribution of the SPT-ECS cluster sample detected at ⇠ � 4. The median redshift
of the sample is z = 0.49 and the median mass is M500c ⇠ 4.4⇥ 1014M�h

�1. Overplotted are cluster samples from other SZ
surveys including the 100d SPTpol survey (green triangles; Huang et al. 2019), the 2500d SPT-SZ Survey (black circles; Bleem
et al. 2015b, with redshifts updated as in Bocquet et al. 2019); the PSZ2 cluster sample from Planck Collaboration et al. (2016a)
(blue squares), and the cluster samples from the ACT collaboration (orange diamonds; Hasselfield et al. 2013; Hilton et al.
2018). Clusters found in both SPT and other samples are plotted at the SPT mass and redshift and, for clusters in common
between other samples, at the mass and redshift at which the cluster was first reported. (Right) A redshift histogram of the
three reported SPT cluster surveys. The number of clusters in each survey—with each cluster only reported once (so that e.g.,
clusters in both SPTpol 100d and SPT-SZ are only counted once)—are listed to the right of each survey name. The contribution
from the SPTpol 100d survey is plotted on top in green right-diagonal hatch, the contribution from the SPT-ECS survey is
plotted in red left-diagonal hatch, and the contribution to the total from the SPT-SZ survey is plotted in black right-diagonal
hatch. Combined with these other two samples, the SPT-ECS sample brings the number of SZ-detected clusters reported by
the SPT collaboration to over 1,000.

the SPT-ECS region. Using the confirmation criteria
presented in Section 4, we confirm 244 of 266 candidates
at ⇠ � 5. We also leverage the DES and other imaging
data to confirm an additional 204 clusters at 4 < ⇠ < 5
but note that while the DES imaging is su�cient for
cluster confirmation out to z ⇠ 0.8 � 1.0 in the SPT-
ECS-DES overlap region, our follow-up of this lower-
significance sample is otherwise highly incomplete.
While the confirmation process is still ongoing, we can

compare these numbers to our expected numbers of false
detections as estimated in Section 3.4. As discussed in
B15, expectations from simulations were found to be in
good agreement with observations of the more uniformly
and deeply imaged SPT-SZ sample. At ⇠ � 5 where our
optical follow-up imaging is su�cient to confirm clusters
to at least z ⇠ 0.85, we find 22 unconfirmed candidates
compared to the expected 21± 4. This places an empir-
ical lower limit on the purity of 91% for the ⇠ > 5 SZ
candidate sample which, when compared to the simu-
lation prediction, suggests that there are relatively few
clusters that remain to be confirmed. For the ⇠ � 4.5
SZ candidate sample, where the follow-up is generally

more heterogeneous/incomplete, we find 180 currently
unconfirmed candidates compared to 174±13 expected,
resulting in a lower limit to the purity of 64%.
The confirmed cluster candidates have a median

redshift of z = 0.49 and median mass (calculated
as described below in Section 5.1.1) of M500c ⇠
4.4⇥ 1014M�h

�1. Twenty-one of the systems are at
z > 1, bringing the total number of z > 1 systems from
SPT-SZ, SPTpol 100d (Huang et al. 2019), and SPT-
ECS to over 75 out of > 1, 000 confirmed systems. The
mass and redshift distribution of the cluster sample as
compared to other SZ-selected samples, as well as a his-
togram of the redshift distribution of the SPT samples,
are shown in Figure 5. We note that, given the lack of
deep NIR data redder than z�band, the RM algorithm
can systematically underestimate redshifts at z > 0.9
which may be the source of the small gap in the cluster
redshift distribution at z ⇠ 1.1.
In Figure 6, we present an estimate of the survey

completeness as a function of mass and redshift for
our main sample at ⇠ > 5 using the ⇠�mass rela-
tion (see below in Section 5.2). The survey is on av-
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Figure 7. The redshift evolution of the unbiased SPT detection significance ’ at the pivot mass 3 ◊ 1014M§/h100. The bands and error
bars show the 68% credible interval for the overall relation and the redshift-binned analysis, respectively. Our main analysis is shown in
blue, while a corresponding analysis using the WL data employed by B19 is shown in orange. The data points are placed at the mean
cluster redshift within each bin. The low-redshift data points are slightly shifted in redshift for better readability. The redshift evolution
within each bin is set by CSZ = 1.78. The hatched regions correspond to the scaling relations derived from the SPT-SZ cluster counts
for a Planck ‹�CDM cosmology and the WL-informed SPT cluster cosmology analysis by B19, respectively.

the fiducial ln ASZ are consistent with 0 di�erence is larger
than p = 0.6 (agreement within 0.5‡)15.

In Fig. 7, the data points with error bars show the re-
sults from the binned approach we just described. We apply
this binned analysis to three WL data combinations: ground-
based Magellan/Megacam-19 data (green), the predecessor
data-set HST-13 + Megacam-19 (orange), and the full data-
set presented in this work (blue). As discussed, we find no
evidence that our simple description of the redshift evolution
of the SPT observable–mass relation with a single parameter
CSZ is in disagreement with the data (compare the blue data
points with the blue band in Fig. 7). Note that the slightly
larger value of ln ASZ in the highest-redshift bin would im-
ply that a halo with a given SPT SZ signal would be less
massive than implied by the fiducial scaling relation. How-
ever, the highest-redshift data points above redshift ≥ 0.9
are still only weakly constrained and this test thus remains
inconclusive.

15 We use the code available at https://github.com/
SebastianBocquet/PosteriorAgreement.

6 SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND
CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented weak lensing (WL) measurements
for a total sample of 30 distant SPT-SZ clusters based
on high-resolution galaxy shape measurements from HST.
This includes new observations for 16 clusters using single-
pointing ACS F606W images and one cluster with ACS mo-
saics, as well as a reanalysis of 13 clusters with ACS mosaics.
In order to remove cluster galaxies and preferentially select
background sources we complemented the single-pointing
ACS observations with new Gemini-South GMOS i-band
imaging (ACS+GMOS sample). For six of the 13 previously
studied clusters with ACS mosaics (updated ACS+FORS2
sample) we included new FORS2 I-band imaging for the
source selection, allowing us to significantly boost the WL
source density compared to earlier work. This is not only
due to the longer integration times, but also benefited from
the excellent image quality of these observations. Studying
the source density profiles we confirmed the success of the
employed colour selection scheme to remove contaminating
cluster galaxies from the source sample. For all targets we
employed new calibrations for the source redshift distribu-
tion (Raihan et al. 2020) and shear recovery (Hernández-

c• 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

High-redshift cluster weak-lensing using Hubble Space 
Telescope

High-z dataset now comprises 30 HST clusters 
(Schrabback,Bocquet+21)

New cluster catalogs:

• Deep 100 square-degree SPTpol-100d survey (Huang+20)

• Wide 2700 square-degree SPTpol-ECS survey 

(Bleem,Bocquet+20)

~1000 clusters above detection SNR 4.5

Redshifts/optical confirmation mainly from Dark Energy Survey



The Dark Energy Survey

• CTIO Blanco Telescope


• 5000 square degrees in grizy


• Survey is complete — analysis of Y3 data ongoing


• Strategically overlaps the SPT survey

13
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SPT cluster mass calibration using DES weak-lensing data

Dark Energy Survey Year 3: griz, 4143 deg2, > 300e6 objects


SPT-SZ + SPTpol-ECS: 5200 deg2 
(deeper pol-100d and pol-500d are within SPT-SZ)

14

SPTpol Extended Cluster Survey 5
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Figure 1. Footprint of the SPTpol Extended Cluster Survey (dark blue) as compared to the SPT-SZ (orange) and SPTpol
500d survey (light blue). Optical-near infrared imaging from the Dark Energy Survey (green-dashed region) covers ⇠ 58% of
the survey footprint and is used to confirm a significant number of survey clusters presented in this work. The survey outlines
are overlaid on the IRAS 100 µm dust map (Schlegel et al. 1998) with the orthographic projection chosen such that the South
Celestial Pole is at the top of the globe. Beyond DES, SPT-ECS also has significant overlap with the southern field of the
Kilo-Degree Survey, the Herschel–ATLAS survey, and the 2dFLenS spectroscopic survey.

The survey is composed of ten separate ⇠ 250 � 270
deg2 “fields”, each imaged to noise levels of ⇠ 30 � 40
µK-arcmin at 150 GHz; see Table 1. The fields were ob-
served by scanning the telescope at fixed elevation back
and forth in azimuth at ⇠ 0.55 degrees/sec, stepping 10
arcmin in elevation, and then scanning in azimuth again.
This process is repeated until the full field is covered in
a complete “observation”. Each field was observed > 80
times and twenty di↵erent dithered elevation starting
points were used to provide uniform coverage in the fi-
nal coadded maps.

2.2. Data Processing

The data processing and map-making procedures in
this work follow closely those in previous SPT-SZ and
SPTpol publications (see e.g., Scha↵er et al. 2011; Bleem
et al. 2015b; Crites et al. 2015; Henning et al. 2018).
First, for each observation, the time-ordered bolometer
data (TOD) is corrected for electrical cross talk between
detectors and a small amount of bandwidth (⇠ 1.4 Hz
and harmonics) is notch filtered to remove spurious sig-
nals from the pulse tube coolers that cool the optics and
receiver cryostats. Next, using the cut criteria detailed
in Crites et al. (2015), detectors with poor noise per-
formance, poor responsivity to optical sources, and/or

anomalous jumps in TOD, are removed. As this work
is focused on temperature-based science we relax the
requirement that both bolometers in a pixel polariza-
tion pair be active for an observation. Relative gains
across the array are then normalized using a combina-
tion of regular observations of both an internal calibrator
source and the galactic HII region RCW38. For the first
field observed in the survey—ra23hdec�351—the in-
ternal calibrator was inadvertently disabled during sum-
mer maintenance for ⇠ 50% of the observations and so
these data were relatively calibrated only with RCW38
observations.
The TOD is then processed on a per-azimuth scan

basis by fitting and subtracting a seventh-order Legen-
dre polynomial, applying an isotropic common mode fil-
ter that removes the mean of all detectors in a given
frequency, high-passing the data at angular multipole
` = 300 and low-passing the data at ` = 20, 000.
Sources detected in preliminary map making runs at
� 5� (⇠ 9 � 15 mJy depending on field depth) at 150
GHz as well as bright radio sources detected in the
Australia Telescope 20-GHz Survey (AT20G; Murphy

1 SPT fields are named for their central coordinates.

Bleem+20
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SPT cluster mass calibration using DES weak-lensing data
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10 Paulus et al.

Figure 7. The plot shows the different normalisation parameters of the clus-
ter contamination versus cluster redshift for SPT (orange), MARD-Y3 (ma-
genta) and SPT + MARD-Y3 (blue). We compare the best fit normalisation
parameters resulting from the binned method, Ai(zcl), indicated by the stars,
to the resulting normalisation parameters for each cluster, A(zcl), from the
multi-Gaussian method. We find them to be in good agreement. The redshift
variation shows a rather complex behaviour, and the MARD-Y3 and SPT
samples are reasonably consistent.

Figure 8. An example field-subtracted redshift distribution stacked in 0.2 <
zcl < 0.25 in blue along with the best fit model in orange, stacked in the
same cluster redshift range. The average cluster contamination for all the
clusters in this particular redshift bin can be extracted by simply integrat-
ing over the excess associated with the cluster contamination, which corre-
sponds to the ±3� region around the cluster member contamination peak.
The plot shown here is for the SPT + MARD-Y3 cluster sample.

contamination is a good description of the data, and it confirms the693

complex variation of the cluster contamination with redshift.694

In Figure 10 we show a similar plot but this time the data are695

binned by richness instead of redshift. In this case the model pre-696

dicted fcl values of each cluster have been averaged over the chosen697

richness bins. The agreement between the model and the data in dif-698

ferent richness bins indicates that the best fit power-law variation699

Figure 9. The best-fit model for the cluster contamination fcl is plotted
(solid line with 1� shaded regions) as a function of radius within four differ-
ent colour-coded redshift ranges over all richnesses. Points with error bars
and similar colours represent the cluster contamination extracted from the
field subtracted redshift distributions stacked for all clusters within the same
redshift ranges (see discussion in Section 4.1). The results shown are for
the SPT + MARD-Y3 cluster sample. The measurements from the stacked
clusters show similar radial and redshift behaviour as the models.

Figure 10. The best fit model for the cluster contamination fcl is plotted
(solid line with 1� shaded regions) as a function of radius within four differ-
ent colour-coded richness ranges. Points with error bars and similar colours
represent the cluster contamination extracted from the field subtracted red-
shift distributions stacked for all clusters within the same richness ranges
(see discussion in Section 4.1). The results shown are for the SPT + MARD-
Y3 cluster sample. The measurements from the stacked clusters show simi-
lar radial and richness behaviour as the models.

of the cluster contamination with richness reproduces the behaviour700

of the cluster stacks. A modest increase in contamination fraction701

with richness is identifiable, suggesting that the cluster contamina-702

tion correction is not heavily dependent on richness.703

4.2 Testing redshift independence of µ, �, B and c704

In principle the parameters of the Gaussian distribution of cluster705

contamination (µ and �) and the richness trend parameter B and706

the concentration c of the radial distribution need not be constant707

with redshift. However, we gain constraining power on these pa-708

rameters by adopting a common, fixed value for each parameter at709

all redshifts. Here, using results from a redshift binned analysis, we710

explore whether the data are in tension with this approach. Namely,711

c� 2020 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14

Cluster galaxies that appear in source 
sample

Correction using P(z) decomposition 
method (e.g., Gruen+15, Varga+19)

Figure: Application to individual-cluster 
lensing using DES Year 1 data (Paulus+ 
to be submitted)


Miscentering

SZ centers vs. optical centers 

Cluster member contamination 
a.k.a. boost factors Lensing data

SPT SNR > 4.5 clusters

0.5 Mpc/h < r < 3.2 / (1+z) Mpc/h

Shear SNR ~80
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Weak-lensing systematics
DES Y3 tomographic source selection

Systematic uncertainty in inv(Sigma_crit)


Significant improvement over DES Year 1

17

Weighting of tomographic bins as function of 
cluster redshift by lensing efficiency
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Weak-lensing mass modeling

• Real halos are messy


• Approach: fit NFW-inspired shear profile to the data


• Capture resulting mass bias and scatter in Mwl—Mhalo relation (e.g., Becker&Kravtsov11, Oguri&Hamana11, Bahé+12, 
Lee+18)


• Pushed it further in Grandis,Bocquet+21:


• Also include other systematics: miscentering, boost factors, source photo-z and shear calibration, uncorrelated LSS


• Restrict to 1-halo term regime: 0.5 Mpc/h < r < 3.2 / (1+z) Mpc/h


• Use hydrodynamical simulations (Magneticum, Dolag+) to calibrate gravity-only halo mass to Mwl relationship


• Allows to rely on state-of-the art mass function emulators based on N-body gravity-only simulations (McClintock+19, 
Nishimichi+19, Bocquet+20)


• Compare to results recovered using Illustris TNG: 2% systematic uncertainty in lensing mass


• Applied to DES Y3 data: systematic uncertainty 3—6% as function of cluster redshift 
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SPT cluster abundance with DES weak-lensing mass calibration

• Code validation against mocks


• Analysis blinded at parameter level


• Start running blinded chains ~now

19
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Summary

• Clear path forward for improved cosmology from SPT-selected clusters


• DES Year 3 weak-lensing data will play crucial role


• Stay tuned!
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